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ABSTRACT 
I wrote: 

“There is homogenization in the world in potential of production with the Western World stepping back. One 

has to admit that living in a “developed country” has advantages in comparison with living in a non-developed 

country therefore economy is important.” 

The simplest idea for explaining History is that more production is sought for allowing activities of the mind for 

more people. 

Homogenization and stepping back can be slow phenomena. 

Multi-polarity of the world has advantages. 

There will not be a new center with a new mode of production remaining Different. 
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I. INTRODUCTION : 
In: 

Short Communication Adding To Short Communication Summary of a Philosophy 

https://www.aijbm.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/10/E6103436.pdf 

I wrote: 

“There is homogenization in the world in potential of production with the Western World stepping back. One 

has to admit that living in a “developed country” has advantages in comparison with living in a non-developed 

country therefore economy is important.” 

From a Google search for potential: 

“Latent qualities or abilities that may be developed and lead to future success or usefulness.” 

Latent in a Google search: (of a quality or state) existing but not yet developed or manifest 

The potential of production exists mainly because of an existing qualified workforce. 

The simplest idea for explaining History is that more production is sought for allowing activities of the mind for 

more people. 

Homogenization and stepping back can be slow phenomena 

. 

Multi-polarity of the world has advantages. 

 

II. MAIN TEXT 
There will not be a new center with a new mode of production remaining different from the one in the rest of the 

world like understated by Samir Amin. 

Besides, some “economism” is useful. 

Economism from a Google search: 

“a theory or viewpoint that attaches decisive or principal importance to economic goals or interests.” 

For production to be present, management problems have to be solved with total quality management resolution 

of problems by analyzing causes. 

Research and development allows greater potential of production. 

 

 

III. CONCLUSION 
What is beyond capitalism is total quality management resolution of problems. 

As a new philosophy which is intellectual production which is part of potential of production is not coming from 

the Western World, we can think that the Western World is stepping back. 

Some people spend their life paying bills at the expense of their availability to produce because they consume 

too much or buy too much even without consuming. 

https://www.arjonline.org/american-research-journal-of-business-and-management
https://www.aijbm.com/wp-content/uploads/2023/10/E6103436.pdf
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